Minimum Gear Requirements

**HELMET - FULL FACE, DOT APPROVED, NO MORE THAN 3 YEARS OLD**

- NO
- NO
- NO
- NO
- MTC/IRC/ARC I, II

**SHIRT/JACKET - COVERS ENTIRE UPPER BODY, NO SKIN SHOWING, NOT LOW CUT**

- NO
- NO
- MTC/IRC
- MTC/IRC
- MTC/IRC/ARC I, II

**PANTS - DURABLE CANVAS/DENIM. NO HOLES/RIPS/ TEARS. NO YOGA/SWEAT PANTS.**

- NO
- NO
- MTC/IRC
- MTC/IRC
- MTC/IRC/ARC I, II

**GLOVES - FULL FINGER, LEATHER PALM, NO MECHANIC OR DIRT BIKE GLOVES**

- NO
- NO
- NO
- MTC/IRC
- MTC/IRC/ARC I, II
Minimum Gear Requirements

**EYEWEAR - SHATTERPROOF VISOR, GOGGLES, GLASSES, OR SUNGLASSES**

MTC/IRC/ARC I,II

**BOOTS - STURDY MATERIAL & CONSTRUCTION - OVER THE ANKLE**

NO NO NO NO Canvas - NO Leather - YES

MTC/IRC/ARC I,II